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Abstract 
 

Through my study of Into the Wild, I developed my research question:  To what extent 

does the amplification of diegetic sound in Sean Penn’s Into the Wild provide a contrast between 

the protagonist’s happiness in community and his depression in solitude?  The purpose of my 

paper was to connect Penn’s creation of expressive sound to the meaning of the film.  Heavy 

analysis led to the creation of my thesis: Sean Penn intentionally manipulates diegetic sound 

throughout Into the Wild to contrast between Alex’s well-being and happiness in community 

with his desperation and depression in solitude as Alex struggles to achieve inner peace.  

 

I have never formally studied film before.  I became interested in the film and decided to 

learn about its mechanics.  Much of my research was focused on understanding diegetic sound in 

film.  The main source of diegetic sound research came from Jennifer Sijll’s “Cinematic 

Storytelling: The 100 Most Powerful Film Conventions Every Filmmaker Must Know.”   The 1

other main source of my research was the film itself, Into the Wild, directed by Sean Penn and 

released in 2007.  I had two simple goals with my research: to define diegetic sound, 

non-diegetic sound, and diegetic expressive sound and to analyze Into the Wild in relation to 

their effects on the film.  My research was straightforward, only limited by my inexperience in 

formal film studies. 

 

Expressive sound contrasts between Alex’s varying emotional state at different parts of 

the movie.  Before and during Alex’s journey, expressive sound presents the happiness of those 

around Alex in contrast to his own personal dissatisfaction.  In Alaska, Chris’s elation, solitude, 

desperation, and epiphany are exaggerated by Penn’s manipulation of diegetic sound.  Penn’s 

expressive sound plays a major role in presenting Alex’s grand realization that happiness 

requires human connection, not solitude, before he dies in Alaska.  

 

Word Count: 299 

 

1 Sijll, Jennifer Van. Cinematic Storytelling: The 100 Most Powerful Film Conventions Every 
Filmmaker Must Know. Studio City, CA: Michael Wiese Productions, 2005. Print. 
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Introduction  

 

Into the Wild documents a complicated young man’s tragic yet inspiring pursuit of 

solitude in Alaska to obtain personal happiness.  The film covers many American sentiments 

such as wanderlust, loneliness, and the discovery of one’s personal identity.  Christopher 

McCandless cut all ties with his upbringing in order to make his way to Alaska and survive on 

his own in the wilderness.  Christopher finally came to realize that happiness is only valuable 

when it is shared with others as he died from accidental poisoning.  

 

My research question is “to what extent does the amplification of diegetic sound in Sean 

Penn’s Into the Wild provide a contrast between the protagonist’s happiness in community and 

his depression in solitude?”  Diegetic sound is often heavily manipulated in modern films.  Sean 

Penn manipulated diegetic sound throughout Into the Wild to emphasize characters’ emotions 

and to compare/contrast them with the non-diegetic sound of Vedder’s soundtrack.  

 

Analysis of expressive sound in Into the Wild provides a deeper analysis that brings more 

meaning to the film.  Christopher’s mindset (and name) changes multiple times throughout the 

film.  Investigation of expressive sound provides a better understanding of Chris’s emotional 

variations.  The subtle changes to diegetic sound in the film were deliberately made by Penn to 

contrast Alex’s happiness as an active member of communities with his internal discontentment 

in society.  Later in the film, Penn’s creation of expressive sound covers Alex’s transition from 

elation to desperation in the wilderness and emphasizes the profoundness of his realization that 

happiness requires human connection.  My investigation led me to my final thesis: Sean Penn 

intentionally manipulates diegetic sound throughout Into the Wild to contrast between Alex’s 

well-being and happiness in community with his desperation and depression in solitude as Alex 

struggles to achieve inner peace. 
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Diegetic Sound in Into the Wild 

 

Sean Penn intentionally manipulates diegetic sound throughout Into the Wild to contrast 

between Alex’s well-being and happiness in community with his desperation and depression in 

solitude as Alex struggles to achieve inner peace.  Sean Penn wrote and directed Into the Wild, 

starring Emile Hirsch as Christopher McCandless, which was released in 2007 .  When 2

Christopher has just graduated from Emory University at the beginning of the story, Penn’s 

manipulation of diegetic sound shows that Alex feels restless and distressed even though he is 

successful and surrounded by happy, supportive people.  As Alex journeys to Alaska, Penn’s 

manipulation of diegetic sound emphasizes Alex’s happiness with others as well as his personal 

abjection’s contrast to others’ joy.  When Alex initially reaches Alaska, he is elated by solitude, 

evidenced by the film’s diegetic and non-diegetic sound.  At the end of the film, Chris finally 

realizes that he was wrong all along as human interaction, which he detested throughout the film, 

is the defining aspect of happiness.  Penn’s manipulation of diegetic sound accentuates Alex’s 

gradual development of desperation in Alaska and complements his epiphany just before he 

passes away.  

 

 Diegetic sound is defined as “Sound whose source is visible on the screen or whose 

source is implied to be present by the action of the film such as voices of characters , sounds 

made by objects in the story, or music represented as coming from instruments in the story 

space.”   Non-diegetic sound is defined as sound that is “represented as coming from the a source 3

outside story space”   such as outside narration or a soundtrack from outside of the film.  The 4

main source of non-diegetic sound in Into the Wild is the soundtrack, which mostly consists of 

2 Into the Wild.  By Sean Penn.  Perf. Emile Hirsch, Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt, Jena 
Malone, Catherine Keener, Brian Dierker, Vince Vaughn, Zach Galifianakis, Kristen Stewart, 
and Hal Holbrook.  Paramount Vantage, 2007.  Online copy. 
3 Sijll, Jennifer Van. Cinematic Storytelling: The 100 Most Powerful Film Conventions Every 
Filmmaker Must Know. Studio City, CA: Michael Wiese Productions, 2005. Print. 
4 Sijll, Jennifer Van. Cinematic Storytelling: The 100 Most Powerful Film Conventions Every 
Filmmaker Must Know. Studio City, CA: Michael Wiese Productions, 2005. Print. 
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songs written and performed by Eddie Vedder.  Internal diegetic sound, or surreal diegetic 

sound, is not necessarily diegetic or non-diegetic.  Internal diegetic sound is defined as sound 

coming from the mind of a character that the viewer can hear though the film’s characters 

cannot.   The main source of internal diegetic sound in Into the Wild is Christopher’s thoughts. 5

Expressive sound is diegetic sound that has been altered unnaturally, such as an alarm growing 

uncharacteristically louder throughout a scene.  6

Graduation 

 

        The first chronological scene in Into the Wild is Christopher’s graduation from Emory, two 

years before he finds the Magic Bus in Alaska.  The bagpipe music of the graduates’ procession 

fades as the speaker announces “Christopher Johnson McCandless,” which is followed by the 

crowd’s applause.  When Chris runs and jumps onto the stage to accept his diploma, loud 

shrieks/screams of approval erupt from his peers.  Mrs. McCandless shakes her head 

disapprovingly.  The cheers are much louder than any applause that the two graduates before 

Chris received.  The amplification of the shrieks shows the crowd’s approval for Chris’s excited 

leap onto the stage.  The emphasized cheers suggest that Christopher was popular among his 

peers.  Penn’s intention with Chris in the first half of the movie was to show his well-being as a 

part of society.  The loud cheers from the crowd highlight that Chris lived a healthy, happy life in 

college.  

 

The jubilant sounds of the graduation ceremony are overpowered by a somber song from 

Vedder’s soundtrack.  The thoughtful song is accompanied by the internal diegetic sound of 

Christopher’s recitation of a poem.  The poem is written by a child detesting their parents’ 

marriage.  Chris’s recitation is heard while a montage of joyous graduation festivities takes 

place, spanning both Chris’s graduation as well as his parents’ graduations.  The internal diegetic 

sound of Chris’s thoughtful oration is played over the somber non-diegetic sound of Vedder’s 

5 Sijll, Jennifer Van. Cinematic Storytelling: The 100 Most Powerful Film Conventions Every 
Filmmaker Must Know. Studio City, CA: Michael Wiese Productions, 2005. Print. 
6 Sijll, Jennifer Van. Cinematic Storytelling: The 100 Most Powerful Film Conventions Every 
Filmmaker Must Know. Studio City, CA: Michael Wiese Productions, 2005. Print. 
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soundtrack, creating a dejected tone to contrast with the positive scenes of the film.  Penn made a 

conscious decision to contrast Christopher’s successful college graduation with his personal 

dissatisfaction.  Penn’s manipulation of diegetic sound clearly shows that although Chris’s 

graduation is a joyous occasion with hugs and celebrations, Christopher is unhappy with his life. 

Everyone around Christopher is happy for him, and he should be excited about his achievements, 

but Christopher is disappointed as he drives to meet his parents at the restaurant. 

 

When the poem and montage finish, Vedder’s soundtrack stops as Chris and his sister 

leave his car and enter the restaurant where his parents are sitting.  His mother greets Chris 

excitedly and the sounds of the restaurant are now heard: silverware clinking, knives cutting, and 

light chatter between patrons.  Chris’s parents offer to buy him a new car, and Chris becomes 

frustrated.  He says “...I don’t want a new car.  I don’t want anything!  These things!  Things! 

Things!  Things!  Things!”   The chatter from other tables fades out as Chris’s exasperated 7

speech amplifies.  Christopher’s sister and parents drop their silverware loudly.  The 

non-diegetic sound of Vedder’s soundtrack fades out at the start of the scene to make the 

family’s interaction feel more intimate and then the comfortable diegetic sounds of the crowd’s 

discussions are lowered to focus the viewer on the characters’ dialogue.  The sound of silverware 

dropped by Chris’s family members is amplified to underline the tension of the scene.  Penn’s 

manipulation of diegetic sound sets an intimate yet lighthearted mood as his family celebrates his 

successful graduation with grades that would admit him into Harvard Law School.  The 

lightheartedness fades as the family has a tense argument over whether or not Chris should 

accept the gift of a new car.  The scene presents the tension between Christopher and his parents, 

and his unhappiness with their expectations.  Christopher deplores their focus on materialism 

when they offer him a new car.  Penn’s presentation of strong tension between Chris and his 

parents is supplemented by expressive sound to connect the tension to Chris’s departure.  Chris’s 

unhealthy relationship with his parents led him to detest most aspects of modern society and 

gave him a desire to escape civilization.  

7 Into the Wild.  By Sean Penn.  Perf. Emile Hirsch, Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt, Jena 
Malone, Catherine Keener, Brian Dierker, Vince Vaughn, Zach Galifianakis, Kristen Stewart, 
and Hal Holbrook.  Paramount Vantage, 2007.  Online copy. 
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The movie later shows Chris cutting ties with his old life.  His sister narrates as he writes 

a check out to Oxfam worth his total amount of savings, $24,000.   He scribbles a note to send 

along with the check, saying, “These are all my savings. Feed someone with it.  Signed, Chris 

McCandless.”   Chris then cuts up his identification/credit cards with a pair of scissors and burns 8

his social security card.  Chris’s sister narrates his actions as Vedder’s soundtrack plays.  The 

diegetic sounds of Chris cutting up cards, burning papers, and scribbling notes are amplified over 

the non-diegetic narration and soundtrack.  Penn uses the soundtrack and narration from 

Christopher’s sister to communicate the somberness of Christopher’s departure.  The 

expressively amplified diegetic sounds from Christopher underline the severity of his actions. 

Chris is fully cutting ties with his old life and he has made up his mind to leave without ever 

returning. 

 

Journey 

 

The next scene in the movie shows Christopher cleaning himself up in a public restroom. 

The soundtrack plays uplifting music as Chris brushes his teeth and combs his hair.  “I need a 

name,” thinks Alex, as he uncaps a tube of lipstick.  He scribbles “Alexander Supertramp 1990” 

onto the bathroom mirror.   The external diegetic sound (Vedder’s soundtrack) gives the scene a 9

positive tone.  The internal diegetic sound of Chris’s thoughts is amplified above the music along 

with the diegetic sounds of his hygienic maintenance.  Penn uses the soundtrack to show Alex’s 

optimism.  He then amplifies Chris’s thoughts and actions to emphasize the certainty of Alex’s 

intentions as he officially begins his new life.  He optimistically redefines himself as Alexander 

Supertramp, a brave man with the goal of surviving on his own in Alaska.  

8 Into the Wild.  By Sean Penn.  Perf. Emile Hirsch, Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt, Jena 
Malone, Catherine Keener, Brian Dierker, Vince Vaughn, Zach Galifianakis, Kristen Stewart, 
and Hal Holbrook.  Paramount Vantage, 2007.  Online copy. 
9 Into the Wild.  By Sean Penn.  Perf. Emile Hirsch, Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt, Jena 
Malone, Catherine Keener, Brian Dierker, Vince Vaughn, Zach Galifianakis, Kristen Stewart, 
and Hal Holbrook.  Paramount Vantage, 2007.  Online copy. 
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Later in the film, Rainey, Jan, and Alex are sitting around a beach fire at night.  The fire 

crackles peacefully and the the waves break loudly onto the shores.  Jan tells Alex that he should 

be fair to his parents and as he responds, the hum of the beach’s insects drowns out the sound of 

the fire and the waves.  Alex tells Jan “I'll paraphrase Thoreau here: ‘Rather than love, than 

money, than fairness, give me truth.’”   There are no non-diegetic sounds in this scene, making 10

Alex’s interaction with Jan and Rainey completely intimate to the viewer.  The peaceful diegetic 

sounds are amplified at first, as the fire crackles and the waves break loudly.  As Alex responds 

to Jan’s criticism, the hum of the insects is amplified over all other diegetic sounds, focusing the 

movie’s audio on Alex’s explanation.  Penn’s manipulation of diegetic sound underlines the 

importance of Alex’s statement.  Alex is not willing to compromise with Jan or his parents.  He 

has made an uncompromising decision to entirely escape civilization by reaching the Alaskan 

wilderness. 

When Alex works on Wayne’s field in Arizona, there are multiple montages of Alex 

working and socializing.  All of the montages are scored by Vedder’s soundtrack.  During two 

scenes of the montage, the scene’s sounds interrupt the soundtrack momentarily.  During the first 

scene, Alex is sitting at a bar with Wayne and his friends, and the group’s cheers and laughter is 

heard above the montage track.  In the second scene, Wayne’s friends are all dancing at a party, 

with Alex playing the piano.  The piano is not heard, but the group’s laughter is amplified over 

the soundtrack while everyone laughs and smiles, including Alex.  The montages in Arizona are 

filled almost entirely with the non-diegetic sound of Vedder’s music, except in two notable 

instances, where the diegetic sounds of cheers and laughter of Alex’s friends are amplified over 

the soundtrack.  Penn made the conventional decision to play music over the actions in a 

montage, but during two scenes he reduced the soundtrack to emphasize the laughter of Alex and 

his friends.  Penn’s intention was to show that Alex’s time with Wayne is a happy, memorable 

part of his journey.  Alex enjoys all of his time spent with Wayne, as Penn focuses on their 

10 Into the Wild.  By Sean Penn.  Perf. Emile Hirsch, Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt, Jena 
Malone, Catherine Keener, Brian Dierker, Vince Vaughn, Zach Galifianakis, Kristen Stewart, 
and Hal Holbrook.  Paramount Vantage, 2007.  Online copy. 
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laughter and celebrations.  Alex’s discontentment only sets in when Wayne is arrested, which is 

when Alex starts to kayak down the Colorado river. 

Alex later finds himself in a city after jumping off of a train.  A guitar is strummed as a 

thoughtful track from Vedder plays.  Alex glances around in a stunned fashion as the sounds of 

the city rise above the soundtrack.  A train screeches to a halt, police sirens wail in the 

background, and cars are heard honking and breaking along with other common mechanic 

sounds of cities.  Alex looks dirty, disheveled, and weathered as he walks towards a homeless 

shelter.  The shrill expressive sounds of city life are amplified above the peaceful soundtrack to 

emphasize the hectic occurrences of city life.  The diegetic sounds give the film an unpleasant, 

unsettling tone in contrast with the peaceful non-diegetic sound of Vedder’s music.  Penn chose 

to contrast the smooth tone of the soundtrack with the frenzied sounds of the city in order to 

display Alex’s emotional state.  Alex is distressed and annoyed by city life.  Penn wants to show 

that Alex is uncomfortable with society at this point in the film.  

The film later shows Alex walking around a city during nighttime.  As Alex walks along 

the sidewalk, he peers into a restaurant.  The patrons are laughing and smiling as they eat their 

dinner, having a good time, yet Vedder’s soundtrack plays somber music over the scene.  The 

camera focuses on Alex’s face, as he looks visibly distressed, staring at the restaurant.  The 

diegetic sound of people laughing and chatting in the restaurant is slightly amplified above 

Vedder’s somber soundtrack, contrasting the happy tone of the restaurant with Alex’s 

despondent feelings.  Penn chose to contrast the scene and its diegetic sound with melancholy 

music from the soundtrack.  The contrast emphasizes, for the second time in the film, the 

happiness of everyone around Alex with his own personal anguish.  Alex should be laughing and 

smiling with everyone around him, yet he stares thoughtfully into the distance with a dismal 

countenance.  Although many people around Alex are joyful, he continues to deplore society and 

its flaws. 
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Wilderness 

 

When Alex first enters the Alaskan wilderness, expressive sound exaggerates his solitude 

and excitement for the adventure ahead.  As Vedder’s soundtrack plays, Alex exits a man’s 

truck, loudly slamming the door closed after accepting the driver’s boots as a gift, and walks 

towards the horizon.  The loud crunches of Alex’s boots and the whistling of the wind are 

amplified over the soundtrack.  Text, written by Alex, appears across the screen: “I NOW 

WALK...INTO THE WILD.”   The expressive sound of Alex’s slamming of the truck’s door is 11

amplified above the non-diegetic sound of Vedder’s music to communicate the importance of 

Alex’s action.  The man driving the truck is the last human being that Alex will ever see.  The 

expressive sounds of Alex’s journey towards the Alaskan horizon rise above the soundtrack to 

emphasize his solitude.  Nothing is heard except for Alex’s boots, the wind, and the 

soundtrack--Alex is alone.  Penn displayed the importance of Alex’s first steps into the 

wilderness using diegetic sound.  Penn wanted to communicate foreshadow Alex’s eventual 

death by slamming the door shut on the man’s truck, leaving the last conversation he would ever 

have with a human.  Penn also wanted to show that Alex was entirely alone in the wilderness--it 

was Alex versus nature, and he would never see any civilization again. 

Vedder’s soundtrack continues to play as Alex travels through the Alaskan wilderness. 

As Alex ventures through the beautiful snowy landscape, the soundtrack is interrupted by the 

sounds of Alex’s journey: his footsteps and his breathing, mainly.  A river rushes near Alex, but 

the sound does not dominate the soundtrack.  As Alex jumps into the river in order to cross it, the 

splash totally overcomes the soundtrack and all other diegetic sounds.  The diegetic sounds of 

Alex walking are amplified over the soundtrack, but not as heavily as the splash is.  The 

expressive sound of Alex’s splash is much louder than any other diegetic sound or Vedder’s 

non-diegetic soundtrack.  Penn created expressive sound in this scene to emphasize Alex’s 

crossing of the river.  Alex’s splash represents the last time he would ever spend on the civilized 

11 Into the Wild.  By Sean Penn.  Perf. Emile Hirsch, Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt, Jena 
Malone, Catherine Keener, Brian Dierker, Vince Vaughn, Zach Galifianakis, Kristen Stewart, 
and Hal Holbrook.  Paramount Vantage, 2007.  Online copy. 
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side of the river.  Alex would later try and fail to cross the river from the other side in an attempt 

to return to civilized life.  Penn’s manipulation of diegetic sound defines the scene of Alex’s 

initial river crossing with a hint of foreshadowing. 

 

Alex’s sense of excitement and freedom when he first discovers the Magic Bus are 

complemented by Penn’s manipulation of diegetic sound.  After he first discovers the bus Alex 

stands on top of it and screams “Is anybody here?!?!”  in the absence of any background music. 12

Alex’s scream echoes, exceedingly loudly, back to him, only followed by the light whistling of 

the wind.  “Guess not!”  exclaims Alex, eliciting the same volume of an echo.  Shortly after, 13

during a soundtracked montage, Alex is sitting on the side of the bus as one of Vedder’s upbeat 

tracks plays.  Alex howls loudly, and it completely overpowers the soundtrack.  The diegetic 

sounds of Alex’s echoes are amplified to intensify his solitude.  There is no one for miles around 

him, and his questions are only answered by deafening echoes and wind.  His joyous howl from 

the side of the bus is heavily amplified over an upbeat song to show the pure joy Alex feels in his 

solitude.  Penn amplifies Alex’s shouts and his howl to show that Alex is completely alone in the 

wilderness, and he is absolutely elated by his seclusion from society.  He has a large supply of 

food and he feels very optimistic since he found a good place for shelter in the Magic Bus. 

 

Alex is found sitting in the Magic Bus later in the film.  There is no soundtrack, and the 

only sounds come from Alex’s movements.  Alex scribbles a line onto his bag of rice to mark 

how much he has left in his supply.  He then writes “Rice Warning” and “No Game” in his 

notebook, subsequently underlining the latter.    The sharp scratches of the pen are noticeably 14

louder than their natural diegetic sound.  The sounds of Alex writing, especially when he 

12 Into the Wild.  By Sean Penn.  Perf. Emile Hirsch, Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt, Jena 
Malone, Catherine Keener, Brian Dierker, Vince Vaughn, Zach Galifianakis, Kristen Stewart, 
and Hal Holbrook.  Paramount Vantage, 2007.  Online copy. 
13 Into the Wild.  By Sean Penn.  Perf. Emile Hirsch, Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt, Jena 
Malone, Catherine Keener, Brian Dierker, Vince Vaughn, Zach Galifianakis, Kristen Stewart, 
and Hal Holbrook.  Paramount Vantage, 2007.  Online copy. 
14 Into the Wild.  By Sean Penn.  Perf. Emile Hirsch, Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt, Jena 
Malone, Catherine Keener, Brian Dierker, Vince Vaughn, Zach Galifianakis, Kristen Stewart, 
and Hal Holbrook.  Paramount Vantage, 2007.  Online copy. 
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underlines “No Game” are amplified, creating expressive sound.  The scene is devoid of 

non-diegetic sound to focus the viewer’s attention on Alex’s situation.  There is no tone added to 

the scene by a soundtrack.  The diegetic sounds of Alex’s writing are amplified to exaggerate the 

severity of his situation.  Penn orchestrated the diegetic sound in this scene in order to show the 

seriousness of Alex’s situation: Alex was running out of food supplies and he was unable to kill 

any game to sustain his diet.  Penn highlighted that Alex was running out of food, alone in 

Alaska.  

 

When Alex approaches the river, now intent on returning to civilization, Vedder’s 

soundtrack fades out.  Alex’s footsteps are magnified as he walks closer to the river.  The 

rushing water becomes louder and louder, overpowering all other sound in the film.  The 

deafening sound of the river dulls slightly when Alex spots the branch where he hung his hat 

before he crossed the river.  There is no diegetic sound in this scene, so all of the drama comes 

from within the film.  The diegetic sounds of the river are heavily amplified to present the 

suspense of the situation, only decreasing to show the instant of Alex’s tragic realization.  Alex 

returns to the bus and writes  “Disaster!  River crossing impossible!”   Penn magnifies the sound 15

of the river to a deafening roar to show the disastrous change of the river.  Due to the melted ice 

and snow, the river is twice as wide and fast as it was when Alex first crossed it.  There is no 

possible way that he can cross back to the other side and return to civilization.  He is officially 

stranded in the wilderness despite his full intention to return to society. 

Alex’s chair creaks as he carves more loops into his belt.  The chair’s creaking and the 

knife’s carving are noticeably amplified.  Alex is visibly thin and gaunt as he works to carve 

holes that will make his belt fit his shrunken waistline.  He has been having trouble finding any 

game to hunt and he is becoming malnourished.  The diegetic sounds of Alex’s carving are 

amplified above the scene’s other diegetic sounds.  Penn uses the expressive sound of Alex’s 

leatherwork to emphasize the desperation of Alex’s situation.  Alex is in need of food and needs 

to find nourishment in the wilderness.  

15 Into the Wild.  By Sean Penn.  Perf. Emile Hirsch, Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt, Jena 
Malone, Catherine Keener, Brian Dierker, Vince Vaughn, Zach Galifianakis, Kristen Stewart, 
and Hal Holbrook.  Paramount Vantage, 2007.  Online copy. 
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Alex is later shown searching loudly through shrubbery for edible berries.  Vedder’s 

soundtrack is heard in the scene.  Alex has been using a survivor's’ guide to identify edible and 

inedible plants.  Alex finds a tuber and eats it, loudly inhaling in delight.  He later writes “wild 

potato root”  in his notebook.  The diegetic sounds of Alex’s search and consumption of wild 16

potato roots are amplified above the non-diegetic soundtrack.  The expressive sound of Alex’s 

satisfied inhalation after swallowing the potato root is heavily amplified above the soundtrack 

and all diegetic sound.  Penn uses the expressive sound of Alex’s searching and devouring of the 

potato roots to show that Alex was delighted and relieved to find food.  Penn emphasizes that 

Alex was desperate to find food as he violently pushed through shrubbery to find something 

edible.  Penn then shows Alex’s pleasure in consuming the tubers by amplifying the sound of his 

satisfied gasp after swallowing.  Penn shows that Alex was overjoyed to find food, as he 

mistakenly consumes the food that will kill him.  What Alex believed to be wild potato root was 

actually a poisonous plant that would slowly deteriorate his body until he perished.  

 

As Alex is nearing his death at the end of the film, there is total silence.  Only Alex’s 

wheezing is heard as he struggles to perform his daily routine.  He stumbles as he grabs one of 

his books and a pencil.  Alex begins to write “Happiness only real when shared”  in the margins. 17

As Alex writes, his breathing and pen strokes dominate the silence.  As Alex finishes scribbling, 

the soundtrack cues in with a dramatic track.  Alex begins to weep over the climactic music, 

gasping in between sobs.  Two tears roll down his face as the soundtrack amplifies.  When the 

tear drops fall, their splashes are heard over the song.  The diegetic sounds of Alex wheezing and 

writing are centralized to emphasize the importance of his last written words.  The music cues in 

dramatically as he finishes, only overcome by the diegetic sounds of Alex’s sobs and tears, to 

stress the intensity of Alex’s revelation.  Penn’s manipulation of diegetic sound shows the depth 

16 Into the Wild.  By Sean Penn.  Perf. Emile Hirsch, Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt, Jena 
Malone, Catherine Keener, Brian Dierker, Vince Vaughn, Zach Galifianakis, Kristen Stewart, 
and Hal Holbrook.  Paramount Vantage, 2007.  Online copy. 
17 Into the Wild.  By Sean Penn.  Perf. Emile Hirsch, Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt, Jena 
Malone, Catherine Keener, Brian Dierker, Vince Vaughn, Zach Galifianakis, Kristen Stewart, 
and Hal Holbrook.  Paramount Vantage, 2007.  Online copy. 
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and importance of Alex’s last words.  The combination of expressive diegetic and non-diegetic 

sound in the final scene emphasize Christopher’s epiphany.  Only in Chris’s dying moments does 

he realize that human interaction, which he struggled to escape for two years, is the defining 

aspect of happiness.  

 

Penn’s creation of expressive sound in Into the Wild contrasts Alex’s emotional state at 

different points in his journey.  Heavy tension between Chris and his parents contributes to his 

deploration of society.  Those around Chris before and during his journey are happy and 

celebratory, yet Chris is determined to separate himself from civilization.  Once in Alaska, 

Chris’s total solitude is emphasized by expressive diegetic sound, which later supplements his 

feeling of desperation and emphasizes his futility to nature’s power.  Penn’s expressive diegetic 

sound plays the largest role in Alex’s final epiphany, when he realizes that human connection is 

imperative to happiness.  As Chris’s tears strike his book, amplified above the climactic music, it 

is obvious that Chris finally realizes his mistake.  Penn’s manipulation of diegetic sound 

throughout Into the Wild documents Christopher’s dynamic emotional state as he eventually 

realizes that he was happier with others in civilization before he departed for Alaska’s 

wilderness. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Christopher McCandless was a successful college graduate.  He had the overwhelming support 

of his peers, grades to enter a prestigious law school, and parents who wanted to buy him a new 

car.  Christopher was not happy.  As a cynical young man, Chris was critical of society and 

believed that he had to live completely alone in order to achieve happiness.  Alex realizes the 

importance of human connection when it is too late, as he is dying in Alaska. 

 

Penn’s manipulation of diegetic sound contrasts Chris’s unhappiness with the joy and 

support of those around him.  Alex meets amazing people as he journeys to Alaska but refuses to 
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diminish his resolve to reach Alaska.  Penn’s expressive sound shows the fulfillment Alex feels 

with others on his journey as well as his stubborn determination to reach total seclusion from 

society.  At the end of the movie, Penn’s expressive sound shows Alex’s transition from 

euphoria to desperation.  As Alex nears his death, Penn’s masterful manipulation of diegetic 

sound proves the validity of Chris’s last written words: “Happiness only real when shared.”  18

After two years of purposeful adventure, Alex sees that he truly experienced happiness when he 

spent time with all of the people that he worked tirelessly to escape from.  

 

My thesis was proven by my investigation.  Penn’s subtle yet intentional manipulation of 

diegetic sound heavily contrasted Alex’s happiness in community with his depression in solitude. 

My investigation also revealed that the contrast between Alex’s initial happiness in Alaska with 

his development of desperation was supplemented by Penn’s expressive sound.  Analysis of 

expressive sound throughout the film gave more depth to Christopher’s emotional state 

throughout the story.  The tension between Chris and his parents contributed to his decision to 

leave everything and live in Alaska.  Alex only regrets his decision to become a recluse when he 

is about to die alone, totally helpless in Alaska. 
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